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Seed Starting General Guidelines 
 
 

PREP:  Sterilize planting containers even if new.  Use a 10% Clorox solution. 
 
Gather: styrofoam cups, Keurig cups, yogurt containers, strawberry cartons, egg cartons, peat 
starters/ disks (small seeds only), origami newspaper cups, or cell packs. The most important 
thing is that they have drain holes. 

 
SOIL:  Use only seed starting mix, NOT outdoor or potting soil. 

 
Moisten seed starting mix with very warm water – you want your starting temperature to be 
around 70 degrees. 
 
Soak or scarify seeds if recommended (nasturtiums, morning glories, etc). 

 
PLANTING:  Plant at recommended depth. It is important to read seed packet instructions.  

(some seeds will not be covered as they need light to germinate) 

 
GROWING:  Keep soil damp but not wet.  Add heat if your seed starting area is cool – a heating pad works 

for me.  A warm room is nice but bottom heat can suffice. 
 
Light is very important and at this time of year a bright window is probably not enough.   
A shop light with one cool bulb and one warm bulb works great.  Place the light just over the 
plants (4-6 inches) and move up as they grow. 

 

MAINTAINING  
SEEDLINGS: Remove cover and heat after the seedlings emerge from the soil.   

Keep soil moist (except with peppers, which can dry a bit).  Try to water the soil, NOT the 
seedlings.  
Maintain good air circulation to prevent damping off!!!!!  A ceiling fan is very helpful. 
Generally, the seedlings can tolerate cooler temperatures and less moisture after they have a 
set of true leaves. 
Fertilize every two weeks after the seedlings have true leaves.  Use diluted fertilizer (half 
strength).   
About a week before you plan to set the seedlings into the garden, place them in a protected 
spot outdoors (partly shaded, out of the wind) for a few hours, bringing them in at night. 
Gradually, over the course of a week or 10 days, expose seedlings to more sunshine and wind.  
On the first day, leave in the sun for 1 hour, then double the time every day thereafter. 

 
***LABEL YOUR SEEDS!!*** 
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